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Biomedical electronic implants require a power source to operate. Miniaturised implants can preclude batteries
and as implant dimensions reduce further, inductive power transfer no longer becomes the optimum strategy for
wireless power delivery. Wide dipole antennas are proposed as an alternative power transmitter for long and thin
implants. A miniaturised bioelectronic device measuring 1 mm by 1 mm by 20 mm was fabricated, wirelessly
powered and used to stimulate retinal ganglion cells to provide biological validation of its functionality. Optimised
wide dipole antennas operating in the GHz range for implant depths of 5 mm to 35 mm in 5 mm steps were
simulated, fabricated and measured. Saline solution was used as a biological tissue phantom for power transfer
efficiency measurements. The maximum safe deliverable power to the device was 1.7 mW in simulation and
1.3 mW in measurement at power transfer efficiencies of 15% and 11% respectively. The work herein confirms that
wide dipole transmitting antennas are suitable for radiative near field power transfer to long and thin implants.
This power transfer technique could be used for implants that are injectable, deliverable via catheter and minimally invasive, advancing the aim to create smaller more innovative electronic implantable devices.

1. Introduction
Biomedical microdevices are essential components in the emerging
field of therapeutic electrical and optical stimulation. Devices that
employ electrical stimulation are already being used to treat Parkinson's
disease, depression, epilepsy and rheumatoid arthritis [9]. However,
the current generation of stimulating implants tend to be bulky, being
comprised of a telemetry unit, cabling and stimulation electrodes [8].
Recent advances by Medtronic and Nanostim have seen the pacemaker
shrunk to the size of a large vitamin capsule [4,13]. Hence, there is
significant motivation to create biomedical implants that are smaller,
less invasive and simpler to surgically implant [6]. Wireless power
transfer is a promising technology since it enables miniaturised implants that are small enough to preclude batteries [5].
Typical wireless power transfer schemes to biomedical implants
employ inductive coupling. This involves transmitting and receiving coils
⁎

that are coupled by a time-varying magnetic field (Xue [20]). Although
popular, inductive power transfer suffers several limitations as implant
size decreases. Kim, Ho & Poon demonstrate that once the receiving coil
size is reduced to millimetres in an inductive link the power transfer
efficiency drops significantly (2013), and Ma & Poon report that a radiative slotted antenna becomes more efficient [17]. Capacitive coupling
can also be advantageous when compared to inductive coupling for some
implant geometries. Aldaoud et al. demonstrate the advantages of capacitive coupling for minimally invasive stent-based implants in-vivo
[1], reporting on a specific use case for the capacitive coupling regime
reported by Jegadeesan et al. [21]. Others report on the advantages of
ultrasonic power transfer for miniaturised devices (Vihvelin et al. [22]),
while optical wireless power transfer is also presented as another alternative (Ahnood [2]). Inductive coupling remains an effective wireless
power transfer regime but it may not be optimal for miniaturised devices
or implants that adopt an unusual geometry.
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Attempts to shrink biomedical implants to less than one cubic millimetre are reported in the literature but they tend to lack biological
validation (Mendes [3]) or not report on the antenna size as part of the
device (Chow et al. [22]). The present work shrinks a biomedical implant to be less than a millimetre in two dimensions, creating a stringlike device. This morphology is motivated by recent interest in devices
that can either be injected or inserted via angiographic catheter [11].
Wireless inductive power transfer is not suitable for a device of these
dimensions and a novel wide dipole antenna is created to provide optimum power transfer efficiency in the radiative near-field.
This work extends recent state of the art approaches used to power
electric near field dipole antennas implanted in biological tissue. Towe
et al. report on the fabrication of a sub-millimetre diameter biomedical
device incorporating a small dipole receiver that could provide therapeutic electrical stimulation (2012). Furthermore, Chow et al. report
on the design of an intraocular pressure monitor containing a monopole
antenna for wireless power and data transfer [22]. Tanabe et al. [15]
employ a novel transmitting antenna and report a power transfer efficiency of 10% at a depth of 1 cm for an implanted dipole receiver,
suggesting that Towe et al. and Chow et al. could adopt more efficient
power transfer regimes (2017). Another possible example includes the
commercially available “Freedom Stimulator” from Stimwave that may
use a receiving dipole antenna. However, the exact wireless power regime does not appear to have been disclosed. This work demonstrates
that a wide dipole transmitting antenna is a suitable alternative to the
conformal wireless powering transmitter reported by Tanabe et al. [15].
Moreover, that unlike the conformal wireless power transmitter, the
wide dipole transmitter can be optimised in its dimensions and operating frequency to maximise power transfer efficiency for a given implant depth.
This work is split into three sections: section two states the parameters of the wireless power transfer regime being evaluated, section
three outlines the simulation and measurement procedures used to
determine power transfer efficiency as well as provide biological validation and section four details the results.

the dominant mode of power transfer is electric near field coupling and
the X and Y dimensions should be maximised to increase capacitive
coupling between the transmitter and receiver. Now consider the case
where the receiving dipole is electrically far from the transmitter. It
then follows that an ideal transmitting antenna is in resonance with the
receiver. One example of a resonant transmitter is a half-wave dipole
antenna. Consider the case where the receiver is somewhere in the
order of a wavelength from the transmitter. It follows that a candidate
for an optimum transmitting antenna is two plates of dimensions X and
Y, meaning the transmitter is somewhere in between the ideal large
plate geometry of the electric near field and thin half-wave dipole antenna useful for far field transmission. Therefore, it is proposed that a
wide dipole antenna is more suited for transmitting power to an implanted dipole receiver.
Fig. 1d depicts an optimised wide dipole antenna for an implant
depth of 10 mm to a receiving dipole 20 mm long with the corresponding power density depicted in Fig. 1e. Compared to the naïve halfwave dipole transmitter in Fig. 1c, the optimised wide dipole antenna
has better power transfer efficiency. Hence, there is a wide dipole antenna transmitting at some frequency for a given implant length and
depth resulting in optimal power transfer efficiency.
3. Material and methods
First, the simulation procedure used to optimise the wide dipole
antenna geometry is detailed. Then, the fabrication process used to
create a sub-millimetre diameter receiving device is provided. The device is capable of optical stimulation allowing power transfer efficiency
to be measured using a photodiode. Moreover, retinal ganglion cells are
optically stimulated by the device wirelessly, validating that it can be
used in a biological setting.
3.1. Simulation procedure
Optimum wide dipole antennas for various implant depths were
found by performing simulations in CST Microwave Studio®. The receiving implant length was fixed to 20 mm and an arbitrary implant
diameter of 0.1 mm was chosen. Implant depths from 1 mm to 40 mm in
1 mm steps were considered and muscle was used as approximate
average biological medium (Ma & Poon [17]). For each implant depth
D, simulations using a parametric sweep of X and Y, the wide dipole
antenna arm length and width were performed from 1 mm to 40 mm in
1 mm steps. Simulations were performed using a finite difference time
domain (FDTD) method for frequencies in the range of 0.5 to 1.5 GHz.
Hence, the optimisation strategy can be summarised as follows: for a
given implant depth D, there exists some tuple (X,Y,f) resulting in a
maximum power transfer efficiency to the receiving dipole implanted in
biological media. Optimum tuple values are depicted in Fig. 4a, b and c.
Once the optimum tuple (X,Y,f) was calculated for each implant
depth D, several other parameters were determined. A measure of deleterious tissue heating called the specific absorption rate (SAR) was
calculated by first fixing the transmitting antenna source to 1 V and its
optimum transmission frequency f. The 1 g averaged SAR was then
recorded. To find the maximum input power, the input power at the
transmitter was increased until the SAR safety limit of 1.6 W/kg averaged over 1 g of tissue was reached (IEEE std. [15]). The power at the
receiving dipole was recorded and taken to be the maximum output
power of the wireless link. The steps above were repeated for a multilayer tissue model with 2 mm of skin and 5 mm of fat above the muscle
volume. Implant depths of 10 mm to 40 mm in 1 mm steps, instead of
1 mm to 40 mm, were chosen to avoid the receiving implant being
surround by skin or fat, ensuring comparable results between the
homogenous and multilayer tissue models. The steps above were also
repeated, except for the optimisation stage, for a half-wave dipole
transmitter with homogenous muscle tissue as well as with a multilayer
tissue model. The results comparing the half-wave dipole transmitter to

2. Problem statement
Consider a half wavelength dipole antenna implanted in biological
tissue. Assuming the implant is thin and insulation thickness is small
with respect to the conductor diameter, the dipole will resonate at
frequency given by,

f=

c
2L

r

where L is the length of the receiver depicted in Fig. 1a, c is the speed of
light in a vacuum and εr is the relative permittivity of the biological
tissue at the transmission frequency f given a homogenous biological
medium. According to Ma & Poon [17], centimetre long implants receive power optimally in the sub-GHz range in biological tissue. In this
work L is fixed to 20 mm and by eq. (1), the transmission frequency
should be around 1 GHz.
Consider the problem of transmitting power to the implanted dipole
antenna. One approach might be to place a transmitting half-wave dipole antenna of length 150 mm above the biological tissue as depicted
in Fig. 1a. 150 mm is chosen as it is half a wavelength of 1 GHz in air. A
cross section of Fig. 1b is shown in Fig. 1c at a transmission frequency of
1 GHz with the colour map representing the power density. Most of the
power in Fig. 1c is lost in the tissue before reaching the implanted dipole.
For an implanted dipole of length L and implant depth D in biological media there must exist an optimum transmitting antenna. The
transmitter in Fig. 1a with variable dimensions X and Y and variable
transmission frequency f is contrived using the following assumptions.
In the first instance ignore the biological media and assume the implanted dipole is electrically very close to the transmitter. It follows that
2
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Fig. 1. Finite element simulation demonstrating that optimised wide dipole antennas are more efficient than a classical half wave dipole antenna. (a) Variable
parameters in a wide dipole power transfer regime: plate dimensions X and Y, implant depth D and implant length L (b) Design example employing a classical half
wave dipole antenna (c) corresponding power density in simulation for half wave dipole (d) Design example employing an optimised wide dipole antenna (e)
corresponding power density in simulation for an optimised wide dipole antenna. The optimised geometry in (d) has greater power transfer efficiency than the
classical geometry in (b).

the optimised wide dipole transmitter in muscle and a multilayer tissue
model are summarised in Fig. 4.

incoming AC signal from the antenna is converted to DC using a zerobias voltage doubling rectifier made from two capacitors and two
diodes. Two 100 pF 0201 sized (600 μm by 300 μm by 300 μm) capacitors with NP0 dielectric were chosen due to their small size and suitable RF properties. The diodes are 0201 sized RF Schottky diodes that
were chosen due to their low forward voltage drop and junction capacitance. A low power 0402 sized LED was connected to the output of
the rectifier to provide optical stimulation to target cells. The device
was coated in PDMS to avoid toxic materials contacting cells during
biological validation. A complete fabricated device is depicted in Fig. 2c
along with a sugar grain for size comparison.

3.2. Device fabrication
A sub-millimetre diameter device, 20 mm long that is capable of
receiving wireless RF power and outputting optical power was fabricated. Bare surface mount devices were soldered together directly to
avoid the need for a printed circuit board to minimise device size. The
electronic schematic is depicted in Fig. 2a. Two, 1 cm long, 100 μm
diameter copper wire lengths form the dipole receiving antenna. The

Fig. 2. (a) Electronic schematic for miniaturised submillimeter diameter receiving device with a voltage doubling rectifier powering an LED (b) Fabricated submillimeter diameter device with components soldered directly together to minimise size (c) Electronic schematic of calibration set up used to determine light output
power of device given a known power and frequency at input (d) Depiction of experimental calibration set up.
3
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3.3. Calibration procedure

3.1 and are shown in Fig. 4a and c. Furthermore, each wide dipole
antenna had a corresponding 1:1 balun soldered to it to ensure the
unbalanced coaxial feed from the antenna was suitably matched to the
balanced feed required for the wide dipole antenna. A 1:1 balun along
with a wide dipole antenna is depicted in Fig. 3b and the dimensions a
and b depend on the operating frequency of the antenna such that a is a
quarter wavelength and b is three quarters of a wavelength.
The same custom light power meter from Section 3.3 was used to
measure the light output power of the device glued to the base of the
transparent container. A Perspex fixture was fabricated to adjust the
transmitting antenna distance from the receiving device, effectively
adjusting the implant depth. Perspex was chosen since metallic materials could interfere with the power transfer efficiency measurements.
The transparent container was filled with 0.5% saline solution to
emulate biological tissue (Ma & Poon [17]). The solution was adjusted
in depth from 5 mm to 35 mm in 5 mm steps and the wide dipole antenna and balun were replaced for each implant depth. The antenna
was then driven at its optimum frequency. The output power of the RF
signal generator was adjusted until the light power meter reached an
ADC value corresponding to 5 dBm of received power at the device
input. The power transfer efficiency of the radiative near field link was
then calculated.

The fabricated device in Section 3.2 can be used for power transfer
efficiency measurements to verify the simulations in Section 3.1. Before
this can be done the efficiency of the implant itself must be determined.
That is, how efficiently the received RF power at the antenna is converted to optical power. This later permits the calculation of the power
transfer efficiency of the wireless link by measuring the optical output
power. The receiving device was placed and glued to a transparent
container and the 1 cm long antenna lengths were removed. An RF
signal generator was connected directly to the device via a short coaxial
cable. A custom light power meter made from a photodiode and microcontroller development board was used to measure the light intensity. A constant input power of 5 dBm from the RF signal generator
was set and the ADC values from the light power meter were recorded
for RF frequencies of 0.5–1.5 GHz.
3.4. Power transfer efficiency measurement procedure
A typical power transfer efficiency measurement set up would involve a coaxial cable connected to the receiver. However, due to the
receiver size the coaxial cable would add a significant amount of
ground to the device, artificially increasing the amount of power received. Instead, a novel power transfer efficiency measurement scheme
is employed where the optical output power is measured. This electrically isolates the receiving device from the measurement instrument.
The procedure is described as follows with the complete set up depicted
in Fig. 3. A USB controlled RF signal generator was connected to an RF
amplifier. Seven different wide dipole antennas were fabricated on FR4
for implant depths of 5 mm to 35 mm in 5 mm steps. The dimensions X
and Y of the optimal wide dipole antenna for a given depth and optimal
operating frequency f were determined by the simulations in Section

3.5. Biological validation
Biological validation was performed using the set up depicted in
Fig. 5b. The current-clamp technique described previously Soto-Breceda et al. [12], Aldaoud et al, [1] was used to obtain whole cell recordings of a retinal ganglion cell. In brief, an adult rat was anaesthetized with a mixture of Ketamine (100 mg/kg) and Xylazine(10 mg/
kg) and then killed. The retina was then dissected, flat-mounted with
the retinal ganglion cells side up on a glass coverslip. To obtain a whole

Fig. 3. (a) Schematic of set up used to determine power transfer efficiency for a given implant depth in 0.5% saline solution. A USB controlled RF signal generator
feeds a power amplifier which feeds a balun, powering an optimised wide dipole antenna for the given implant depth. A light power meter detects the device output
power so that power transfer efficiency can be calculated (b) depiction of experimental set up explained in (a).
4
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Fig. 4. Simulation and measurement results for the radiative wireless power transfer regime described in this work (a) Optimised wide dipole antenna dimensions for
maximum power transfer efficiency vs implant depth in muscle tissue (b) Optimised wide dipole antenna dimensions for maximum power transfer efficiency vs
implant depth in a multilayer tissue model (2 mm skin, 5 mm fat, muscle) (c) Optimum transmission frequency for maximum power transfer efficiency vs implant
depth for optimised wide dipole antennas (d) Simulation results for specific absorption rate vs implant depth for traditional half wave dipole antennas and optimised
wide dipole antennas with muscle tissue and a multilayer tissue model (e) Simulation results for maximum power available at receiver vs implant depth for
traditional half wave dipole antennas and optimised wide dipole antennas with muscle and a multilayer tissue model (f) Power transfer efficiency vs implant depth in
simulation and experiment.

Fig. 5. Test setup and results for device biological validation (a) Retinal ganglion cell (b) patch clamp set up with device placed inside pipette and above cell (c)
retinal ganglion cell response to 1 Hz modulation with a 500 ms pulse length (d) retinal ganglion cell response to 0.5 Hz stimulation with a 200 ms pulse length. The
cell in (a) is therefore an OFF type.
5
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cell recording a sharp glass pipette was used to make a hole in the inner
limiting membrane of a retinal ganglion cell to expose the cell to be
tested. The cell was then patch-clamped with a recording glass pipette.
The RF transmitter was then driven at 1 GHz, 1 Hz modulation, 50%
duty cycle and 1 GHz, 0.5 Hz modulation, 20% duty cycle without the
device present to ensure the retinal ganglion cell did not respond to the
1 GHz RF signal. The stimulating device was then placed in a pipette
above the glass coverslip and the RF transmitter was driven again. The
retinal ganglion cell response to the optical stimulation was recorded.
The recorded retinal ganglion cell was imaged with a confocal microscope and the morphology was reconstructed with depth imaging. The
intracellular solution that fills the recording pipette includes Alexa
Fluor 488 (fluorescent) dye, which fills the retinal ganglion cell during
recording, hence one can see the morphology of the retinal ganglion
cell under bright light after the experiment as shown in Fig. 5a. All
animal experiments were conducted as per the policies of National
Health and Medical Research Council of Australia and were approved
by the Animal Ethics Committee of the University of Melbourne.

to the non-linear and dispersive nature of electromagnetic waves interacting with biological tissue.
4.2. Power transfer measurements
Fig. 4f depicts a comparison between the power transfer efficiency
simulation results from Section 3.1 and the measurement results from
Section 3.4. The 0.5% saline solution is intended to emulate the electrical properties of muscle tissue. However, it can be observed that the
measurement results are closer to the multilayer tissue simulation
model. There are many possible reasons for the slight discrepancy between the simulation and measurement results. The RF signal generator
used has a 0.5 dB output amplitude step size, the RF amplifier does not
have a flat frequency vs output power response and saline solution is
not a perfect model of biological tissue. Whether the optimum frequency in simulation is also the optimum frequency in measurement is
difficult to determine. Since the wide dipole antenna has a narrow
bandwidth 1:1 balun attached, a frequency sweep in measurement
would not be comparable to the simulation results. Nevertheless, the
measurement results do follow a similar trend to the simulation results.
Although the experimental set up is effective in obtaining measurement results, it does have drawbacks. It is tedious to glue the implant at the bottom of the transparent container, glue the photodiode in
place, remove the receiving antenna from the device, power the device
directly from the signal generator to obtain calibration readings and
then reattach the antenna to the device, while keeping it in the exact
same position and not damaging it. If the position of the device
changes, the amount of light detected by the photodiode also changes
and the measurement results become inaccurate. The measurement
method is also limited as it relies on the use of a transparent medium to
permit the light to transmit power to the photodiode. In this instance,
saline solution is used but it would be desirable to use porcine tissue or
blood as these biological media might provide more meaningful measurement results. Ma & Poon report the use of a fibre optic cable coupled to their device's LED for received power measurements [17].
However, this adds further complexity as the loss at the input to the
fibre optic cable and the output from the cable to the sensor needs to be
considered. Ma & Poon report a similar discrepancy between simulation
and measurement results in saline solution [17].

4. Results
4.1. Power transfer simulations
The power transfer simulations in Section 3.1 yield the results depicted in Fig. 4. Fig. 4a, b and c show the optimum dimensions, X and Y
and optimum frequency f for wide dipole antennas powering a receiving dipole of length 20 mm implanted at a depth D in muscle tissue
as well as in a multilayer tissue model. The multilayer tissue model is
2 mm of skin, 5 mm of fat and then muscle. Quantities a and b in the
insert in Fig. 3b are calculated using the transmission frequency f and
are the dimensions for the 1:1 balun connected to the wide dipole antenna. The optimum dimensions for a wide dipole antenna that transmits with the highest efficiency differ depending on the biological
medium. Fig. 4a shows the optimum dimensions for muscle whereas
Fig. 4b is for a multilayer tissue model, which includes skin and fat as
well as muscle. The optimum transmission frequencies for muscle and a
multilayer tissue model show a similar trend. Therefore, even with a
changing biological medium the optimum frequency remains similar.
However, if this wireless power transfer method were to be adopted in a
clinical setting the transmitting antenna would need to be optimised in
dimension depending on the location of the implant and the surrounding biological material.
The optimised wide dipole antenna outperforms the traditional half
wave dipole antenna in maximum output power and power transfer
efficiency. Fig. 4e and f demonstrate that the advantages of using an
optimised wide dipole antenna are more pronounced in muscle than in
a multilayer tissue model. The simulations were performed from depths
of 10 mm to 40 mm in the multilayer tissue model to ensure the receiving dipole would consistently be surrounded by muscle due to the
2 mm of skin and 5 mm of fat above the muscle tissue. The specific
absorption rate (SAR) results for muscle differ notably from the multilayer tissue model. The SAR measure determines the maximum input
power to the transmitter as a SAR of 1.6 W/kg is generally considered
the safety threshold (IEEE std. [15]). When the biological medium is
homogenous muscle tissue, the wide dipole antenna results in lower
SAR than the half wave dipole antenna. However, the multilayer tissue
model responds in the opposite way with the half wave dipole causing
less tissue heating. SAR safety thresholds limit how much power can be
provided at the input of the transmitter. However, the wide dipole
antenna transmission efficiency overcomes the limitations of the SAR
safety threshold meaning the maximum output power for a multilayer
tissue model with wide dipole transmitter is still greater than that of a
multilayer tissue model with a halfwave dipole antenna. The depth vs.
optimum transmission frequency shows some pattern with singularities
appearing at 10 mm and 30 mm whereas the depth vs. optimum antenna dimensions does not appear to follow a pattern. This is likely due

4.3. Biological validation
The retinal ganglion cell response to optical stimulation from the
device is depicted in Fig. 5c and d. It can be observed that the retinal
ganglion cell membrane potential is affected by the wirelessly modulated light source as the cell shows spiking activity in response to the
light source. Two different stimulation regimes with different modulation frequency and pulse length provide further confirmation. The cell
is an OFF type, since the membrane potential drops when the light is on
and spikes are only observed after the light is switched off. It is worth
noting that the transmission medium used for the biological experiment
is air, whereas the power transfer efficiency experiments used saline
solution. Air attenuates the transmitted power to the device less than
biological material, so the biological validation experiment is not
comparable with the power transfer efficiency experiment and the light
output power of the LED is not known. The interesting aspect of the
biological experiment is that the device is placed within a narrow
pipette as shown in Fig. 5b, supporting the possibility of the device
being used for delivery via injection or catheter. Furthermore, the
biological experiment was also performed with the transmitting antenna turned on, without the device present. The retinal ganglion cell
did not respond to the GHz frequency signals used to power the device,
demonstrating that the wireless power transfer regime described in this
work did not unintentionally cause a physiological cell response.
6
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Table 1
Comparison of the work herein to the state of the art. By extending the receiving device size in only one dimension the power transfer efficiency is increased by one
or two orders of magnitude when compared to other radiative power transfer regimes. In at least one case, the power transfer efficiency of this work exceeds that of
a large sized receive using an inductive power transfer regime. All comparative works use biological tissue or a suitable phantom as the transmission medium with
two exceptions: *transmission medium is 1 cm chicken breast and 1 cm air **exact distance between transmitter and receiver is unclear but must be at least 2.5 mm.
Reference

Wireless Method

Power Transfer Efficiency

Device Dimensions

This work
Tanabe [15]
Biswas [16]
Ma [17]
Rahmani [18]
Ding [19]
Anacleto [3]

Radiative
Radiative
Inductive
Radiative
Radiative
Radiative
Radiative

5% at 10 mm
10% at 10 mm
1.4% at 5 mm
0.075% at 10 mm
0.23% at 20 mm*
0.0014% at 10 mm
0.5%**

20 mm by < 1 mm by < 1 mm
13 mm by 2 mm by 1 mm
11.25 mm by 6 mm by 1.57 mm
2 mm by 2 mm by 2 mm
1.6 mm by 1.6 mm by < 1 mm
10 mm by 10 mm by 1 mm
0.5 mm by 0.5 mm by 0.5 mm

5. Discussion

complexity of the experimental set up, the error seen when comparing
simulation and measurement results can be considered reasonable.
Table 1 provides comparison between this work and the current
state of the art. Tanabe et al. reports the highest power transfer efficiency of 10% at an implant depth of 10 mm for a similarly sized device
(2017). However, Tanabe et al. [15] also report a power transfer efficiency of < 1% at 20 mm, which is surpassed experimentally in this
work (2017). The other devices reported in the literature report power
transfer efficiencies one or two orders of magnitude less than what is
reported in this work. However, they tend to aim to be small in all three
dimensions. Therefore, significant gains in power transfer efficiency can
be made by increasing the size of an implanted device in only a single
dimension.

It is difficult to verify the optimum operating frequency and antenna
dimensions for a given depth in measurement. Verifying the frequency
would be challenging since the 1:1 balun has a narrow bandwidth. A
wide bandwidth 1:1 balun would need to be designed, fabricated, tested
and measured. Verifying the optimum antenna dimensions found
through simulation presents an even greater challenge. Since the
parametric sweep for the X and Y dimensions covers 1 mm to 40 mm in
1 mm steps, this would involve fabricating 1600 different antennas.
Nevertheless, the measurements provide enough verification to demonstrate that antenna dimensions and operating frequency can be
optimised for implant depth. Since the receiving implant is within the
radiative near field of the transmitting antenna, it is expected that the
receiver can influence the transmitter characteristics [14].
The custom antenna dimensions based on implant depth presents
pros and cons. By customising the antenna, power transfer efficiency is
increased, increasing the amount of available power at the receiving
device. However, system complexity and implementation are also a
consideration and a design that uses custom antennas based on implant
depth may not be suitable for all bioelectronic applications. It should be
mentioned that electric dipoles are generally much less efficient than
magnetic dipoles for implantable devices, due to the absorption incurred by the predominantly electric reactive field. A comparison is
provided by Nikolayev et al. [10].
The results in this work demonstrate that wide dipole antennas are a
promising option for wireless power transfer to sub-millimetre diameter
devices. Several avenues exist by which this work could be extended.
The wide dipole antennas that were fabricated are rigid and the simulations also assumed a rigid antenna. If the antenna is to be worn on
a subject, a flexible wide dipole antenna would be more functional for
the user (Agrawal 2017). Exploring how a flexible wide dipole antenna
interacts with biological tissue would require further extensive simulations. Moreover, there is no obvious measurement strategy for determining the power transfer efficiency of a flexible wide dipole antenna. This work also assumes that the transmitting antenna is
positioned above the receiving device. Future opportunities also include determining the influence of transmitting antenna offset and
angular displacement.
The measurement results for power transfer efficiency differ from
the simulation results marginally in Fig. 4f. Many possible sources of
error exist, particularly since the set up in Fig. 3 is complex. Possible
sources of error include the RF output power of the signal generator, the
gain of the RF amplifier, losses in the coaxial cables, inaccuracies in the
use of saline solution as a biological tissue model, ambient light sources,
photodiode displacement and ADC error from the light power meter. A
simpler set up to measure power transfer efficiency would include a
coaxial cable connected directly to the receiving device. However, due
to the extremely small size of the receiving device, any length of coaxial
cable or electrically connected instrumentation adds extra grounding.
Artificially and significantly increasing the received power. Given the

6. Conclusion
This work details the simulation, design, fabrication and measurement of a miniaturised bioelectronic device measuring 1 mm by 1 mm
by 20 mm. By optimising the transmitting wide dipole antenna dimensions and operating frequency, it is possible to improve power
transfer efficiency. To the authors' knowledge this work is the first to
demonstrate that wide dipole antennas can be optimised to transmit
power to a sub-millimetre diameter biomedical implants. Furthermore,
submillimetre diameter devices show potential to be injectable as demonstrated by placing the device into the end of a pipette and stimulating retinal ganglion cells. This work advances the state of the art in
creating smaller more innovative electronic implantable devices.
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